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Minimon Monster Catcher Released In Steam Early Access (UPDATED) [2]

Minimon is an online and offline monster catching game inspired by Pokemon, and it could
turn out to be a good one.

StarCrawlers, An Early Mix Of RPG & Dungeon Crawling Released For Linux, Thoughts Thrown In[3]

StarCrawlers is a good looking dungeon crawler with RPG elements that caught my eye
recently, so I decided to spend some time getting to know it.

Shadowgate (2014) Point & Click Adventure Released For Linux [4]

Shadowgate is one of the most well-known and beloved point-and-click adventure titles in
gaming history. Apparently, I'm going to be honest and throw my hands up as I've never
heard of it or this remake before. It's now on Linux though, yippe!

PAYDAY 2 Is Not Only Coming To Linux, But Will See Another 2 Years Of Support [5]

We are already excited that PAYDAY 2 will see a Linux release, but the icing on the cake is
that it will continue to see support and new content for another two years.
They would have to support it for a while anyway, since the Linux release is forthcoming, but

another two years for a title that has already been out for nearly two years already is great.

Adventure RPG 'To The Moon' Has Minisodes And Translations Available For Linux, Looking For Testers [6]

Both minisodes takes place at Sigmund Corp where the two doctors from To The Moon, Eva
Rosalene and Neil Watts, are employed. The stories are set around the holidays, are more lighthearted in tone, and should each take less than half an hour to complete. They are more
conversation heavy than the main game, and offer a nice insight into the more personal aspects
of the two protagonists. If you're a fan of To the Moon, you will likely enjoy these short
additions to the game.
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